Announcements

• The black hats for the session chairs and co-chairs mean they are the bad guys - they get to yank you off stage.
• Please go over the responsibilities of chairs and co-chairs (found on the website) so they'll know what to do, starting on Monday afternoon.
• Participants should use the half hour breaks to go into the poster room and look at posters so they know what they want to ask questions about during the Tuesday and Thursday afternoon poster sessions.
• The Rodeo and Concerts at the Fair are Thursday and Friday (not Wed.) , 7pm start. $25
• Behave yourself
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Moving

- Yes, the “Geophysics Lab”, the Battlespace Environment Division is moving from Hanscom AFB, MA to Kirtland AFB, NM
- New building will be ready for occupancy next month
- About 20% have already moved, another 20% have been hired at Kirtland
- The last to move will be in July 2011.
Where are we now?

- Old Town is next door.
  - Plenty of dining spots
  - Closes early in the evening.
  - Flamenco guitar on Wed or Thursday.
Where are we now?
• Downtown ABQ is 4 km South & East on Central Ave/ Rt 66
  – Dining and clubs, 2nd to 6th Streets, and near the University.
Where are we now?

- Dining on Sandia peak is fabulous
- Tram ride up.
- Plan lots of time
- Sunset = 7pm.